Method for spatially interleaving two images to halve EPI readout times: two reduced acquisitions interleaved (TRAIL).
A new MRI method is presented that can generate images using half the normal readout time or, more usefully, half the number of phase-encode steps, combining two readouts per excitation. However, the corresponding data are interleaved in image space-not in k-space, as in many other fast techniques. This gives a resilience to the phase-related artifacts that can occur in many other techniques due to subject motion. A modified stimulated-echo experiment is used to create two low-resolution images from a single sequence. The magnetization that contributes to these images is nonuniformly distributed within each pixel, forming two sinusoidal waves in quadrature, with an oscillation period of exactly two pixels. Since only half of each pixel contributes significant signal, the two images can be interleaved to create a full image with twice as many pixels and double the resolution. When the technique is used in the phase-encode direction, the effective imaging time is halved, though with two readouts per TR period. When two half-length echo-planar readouts are used, the method can also reduce blurring and distortion by halving the effective readout time for echo-planar imaging (EPI). For even further improvements, the technique can be combined with partial Fourier or parallel imaging.